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This Open Streets 704
Could “B” the Best One Yet
Bikes, Beer, and BOOM! are coming to a street near you as Open Streets
704 returns to its most popular route, from NoDa to Plaza Midwood, on
Sunday, April 28, 1:00 to 5:00pm.
Last spring’s Open Streets 704 event (just east and north of uptown)
brought out more than 30,000 neighbors and friends into the car(e)-free
streets to ride, roll, stroll, dance, paint, play, and generally enjoy their
favorite people-powered activities on four miles of Charlotte’s roads.
By Diana Rugg
well-run media + marketing
for Open Streets 704

This spring, the route starts on North Davidson Street at 36th Street with the Family
Zone and follows the popular road straight down to the Green Zone at Cordelia Park in
Villa Heights. Along the way, the Southminster Stage at East 27th Street, in front of Free
Range Brewing, will offer music for the whole family, intergenerational art and movement
demonstrations, and tri-shaws (adult-sized three-wheeled bikes that can carry passengers
like a rickshaw) for use on the route.
“We really want to encourage participation for all ages,” said Tracy McGinnis of
Southminster. The tri-shaws are a popular part of Southminster’s Cycling Without Age
program, and they allow families to travel the route together. A sure to be popular stop
for them, just a couple of blocks from the stage, is Cordelia Park, which will be full of fun
activities for kids, parents, and grandparents, too.
From the Green Zone, the route jogs over into the Wellness Zone on East 15th Street, then
down North Myers Street and across Belmont Avenue. It turns north (northeast) again
on Pegram Street, where it rolls up to Kennon Street and takes a right. Four stops in the
Wellness Zone will make you get up and dance: the Tosco Music Party stage, DJ Smitty, the
Latin American Coalition stage, and DJ Spinn will all be shaking the rhythms for your route.
“This is a great chance to show folks the growth in Optimist Park, Belmont, and Villa
Heights,” said John Short, an Open Streets 704 board member. “It’s changed a lot from the
areas you may remember years ago, and even from last year.”
Folks who already love riding bikes in and around Kennon Avenue will be delighted to
see one of Sustain Charlotte’s demonstration projects with the Charlotte Department of
Transportation: “sharrows” on the pavement showing where bikes and cars share the road.
A painting project will also extend a curb with a highly visible marker for cars to follow.
The last stretch along the route, and one that often invites the biggest crowds, is down
Thomas Avenue to Commonwealth Avenue. This year the final stretch will encompass the
Arts & Science Zone, which will be programmed by BOOM! Charlotte as the third day of the
annual Plaza Midwood Festival.
BOOM! Charlotte sponsored a stage in the West End during the Fall 2018 Open Streets
704, and the collaboration got the two groups talking—especially when they realized Open
Streets 704 would fall on the third day of the BOOM! Festival this year. The programs will
include a diverse mix of art, music, and dance in one of the most popular spots on the Open
Streets 704 route.

Two great parties in one!
“BOOM! will energize an already popular area and make it electric,” beamed Partners for Parks Treasurer,
Al Brown. “It’s great for folks to be able to see what BOOM! is all about!” Open Streets 704 is the signature
event for Partners for Parks.
“Open Streets 704 has been more successful than we ever imagined,” said Brown. “It’s been really
popular, and people have loved it, and we couldn’t be happier about that—and to be a part of it.”
Here’s one more great thing to enjoy, and you don’t have to wait until April 28 to try it: The Open Streets
704 Signature Beer is back! The beer collaboration from six Charlotte breweries was so well-received
last spring that the signature
beers sold out in one day. This
year, you can enjoy at least
one of them ALL MONTH—the
whole month of April at Legion
Brewing—and a portion of the
sales will go to support Open
Streets 704. Has there ever
been a better reason to do your
civic duty?
Buying beer isn’t the only way
you can support this great, biannual Open Streets event.
Along the route, you’ll also find
information for the inaugural
Around the Crown 10k, the
first road race ever to be run
on I-277! Yes, they’re closing
the inner loop around uptown
Charlotte for a few hours on the
Sunday morning of Labor Day
Weekend for this race, and all
the money it raises will be given
to Partners for Parks to support
Open Streets 704.
Don’t miss out! Find out
all you need to know at
openstreets704.com.
Then
pump up your bike tires, lace
up your skates (or walking or
running shoes), pack snacks for
the kids, and join us! LYNX light
rail stations at 36th and 25th
Streets will get you there, and
you can bring your bike on the
train.

An Avenue for the Ages
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For the majority of NoDa residents, the name Guy E. Suddreth may mean
nothing. But if you live on the 28206 side, you know that Ritch and Benard
Avenues have a little brother. That little brother is Guy E. Suddreth Avenue:
a street so short that it has no houses on it and dead ends in both directions
within two very compact blocks.

By Eric Linne
Being the inquisitive type, I began to explore the origins of this curiously
named street. In the process, I unearthed a treasure trove of history about NoDa’s predecessor
village, North Charlotte.

As luck would have it, Guy’s grandson, Brian Suddreth, lives with his family on Benard Avenue. So
last weekend, Brian invited me over to his house for a short conversation with his father Richard
Suddreth, and his uncle, Frank Suddreth. What I thought would be a rather straightforward and
quick conversation to learn a few facts about their father, Guy, instead segued into a far-reaching
and fascinating history lesson about life in the neighborhood formerly known as North Charlotte.
Guy E. (Everett) Suddreth was born in 1909 and passed away in 1971. He spent all his life in North
Charlotte, initially living on East 35th Street and later moving to one of the first houses built on
Benard Avenue, near the street that now bears his name. Guy E. Suddreth Avenue originally led to
the Rosedale Plantation and was first called Rosedale Avenue. After Mr. Suddreth’s death, his family
petitioned the city to change the name of the street to honor him and his lifelong contributions to
North Charlotte.
According to a Charlotte News article written in 1965, Mr. Suddreth “...campaigned for better
streets in North Charlotte, better police protection, more streetlights, more parks and recreation.
Guy Suddreth is a reasonable man, and people listen to him.”
Over the course of my conversation with Suddreth’s family
members, I learned that Mr. Suddreth spent most of his adult
life owning and working in Staton’s Grocery Store, located at
3125 North Caldwell (now Davidson) Street. While some in
the neighborhood recall that building being the former site
of Fat City, the Suddreths remember a much earlier iteration
of it housing a post office, the family’s grocery store, and a
service station.
The Suddreth brothers described a grocery store significantly
different from what we are accustomed to today. The store
carried whole hogs and sides of beef which were hand-cut

to each customer’s preference. They offered credit to mill families because they knew most of the
men, women, and children in the area. It was common for people to leave their doors unlocked
in North Charlotte, and the Suddreth family regularly delivered groceries into the homes of their
customers (whether the family was home or not).
In addition to offering typical grocery items for its customers, the Staton Grocery also specialized
in acquiring hard to find or newer items for the community. For example, The Suddreth brothers
noted they sold the first remote-controlled television set in the city of Charlotte, and they sold
and installed television antennas and other higher end appliances of the day.
The Staton Grocery was originally owned by David Caldwell Staton. Mr. Staton, who was
informally known as “the mayor of North Charlotte,” adopted Guy E. Suddreth at a young
age and eventually turned the grocery store over to him.
During my talk with the Suddreth brothers, I expected to get some simple background
information on Guy E. Suddreth and his contributions to the North Charlotte community.
Instead, over the course of a couple of hours, I heard snippets of a far-ranging set of anecdotes
and life experiences. Many of these stories detailed a very different life in the history of our
community than our present experience.
A few highlights of these stories included:
•

Guy Suddreth handing sandwiches and other supplies from his store to soldiers
boarding trains heading off to serve in World War 2

•

A train derailment near the Abernathy Lumber Yard scattering debris that
took months to clean up

•

Numerous arsons and attempted arsons involving various buildings on what is
now North Davidson Street but was named Caldwell Street for many decades
(They recalled one arsonist who accidentally lit himself on fire and ran with
burning clothes down Caldwell Street.)

•

Paying respects to President Franklin Roosevelt as the train carrying his body
passed through North Charlotte en route to his burial

•

Remembering Guy’s service as a Civil Air Patrol officer: enforcing blackouts at
night and collecting rubber and metals for the war effort

•

An almost rural and farm-like setting here, where neighbors raised chickens,
cows, goats, and pigs in their backyards, often selling eggs, milk, and butter
churned by hand

•

A beloved neighborhood horse getting loose and struck by a car on North
Tryon Street (The brothers described watching in sadness as a policeman
euthanized the injured animal.)

•

Occasional shootings and fights that were the result of personal feuds, but an
overall feeling that North Charlotte was a safe place to live

In one of the more interesting anecdotes, they recalled the time that an elephant
from the circus had to be housed in a local barn to protect it from a coming storm.
One very surprised passer-by heard the elephant bugling and ran off terrified.
All of these stories took me back to an earlier, simpler time. One can only wonder
what the average mill villager would think of our current neighborhood with the
light rail, music venues, abundant restaurants, and public art everywhere.
Can we even imagine what life in NoDa will be like 100 years into the future?
Author’s note: For those who would be interested in a glimpse of life in North
Charlotte in the early-to-mid 20th century, I highly recommend checking out The
Spirit of a Proud People by Lois Moore Yandle. This book of vintage photographs
and memories of North Charlotte is available to either borrow or purchase at the
Robinson Spangler Carolina Room at the main library.
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NoDa ‘Shine

In the basement of the burgeoning Area 15 (a business incubator located at 15th and North Davidson Streets)
you’ll find Dragon Moonshine, a small unassuming distillery, offering tours and tastes of their smooth-drinking,
high-proof, “moonshine.” Technically speaking, Dragon Moonshine’s products are not moonshine, but they are
certainly made in that spirit: distilled by two irreverent guys, channeling bootleggers’ moxie, and determined to leave the corporate
world behind to chase a dream, consequences be damned.
By Trish Boyles

Rick Lavin and Chris Wagner are the irreverent guys in this story and their Rum, Apple Cider, and Amaretto flavored spirits are the
“moonshine” distilled under their Dragon Moonshine label. Rick had some experience distilling spirits during his time in the military,
and when he and Chris began discussing how to get out of the corporate rat race a few years back, moonshine seemed promising.
Almost four years after they set out to get their distillery going, I took a tour of their facility, sampled the goods, and got the backstory
on this little distillery that could.
First, let’s get back to the technicalities of moonshine. Moonshine is a term generally used for illegally-distilled spirits, and there is
nothing illegal about Dragon Moonshine. Just ask Rick and Chris about the two years it took them to get through the bureaucratic
red tape before they could distill or sell a drop. Moonshine is typically made with corn mash and, well, let’s just say it burns quite
sufficiently going down the gullet. (You may have sampled a bit of “Carolina white lightning” and are familiar with the burn I’m talking
about.) Dragon Moonshine’s spirits are made in more of a “Pirates of the Caribbean” fashion, using pure cane sugar (think Jamaican
rum), and resulting in smooth, sippable ‘shine.
Rick and Chris distill their spirits using reflux fractionating column stills
(say that five times fast) instead of the traditional pot still designs used in
the woods. This, they explain, allows for more control and consistency of
the final product, and is partly how Dragon Moonshine gets such an easydrinking product. The other part? Math. “Yeah, we math-ed it,” says
Chris. Take the tour and you’ll find math in every drop of the distillation
process. Who knew bootleggers were math geniuses? Your reward for
paying attention to the math section is a delicious taste of all three Dragon
Moonshine products at the end of the tour.
First of the tasting is the Silver Rum, Dragon Moonshine’s first product released. This definitely has a Caribbean feel and would make a smashing
mojito or any other tiki drink you can think of. It is free of the typical high-proof liquor burn when sipped straight up.
Next, is the Apple Pie Moonshine. This is like sipping an apple-flavored fireball, as the cinnamon adds a spicy heat on top the warmth of the
alcohol. Mix this with a little hot apple cider on a cold winter day and forget all your troubles.
Finally, the Amaretto Moonshine, another imminently sip-able spirit. No mixers are needed as the almond, cherry, and vanilla make this dangerously
delicious. True story: I put a healthy pour of this into a vanilla milkshake. Moonshine mic drop.
Heist Brewery and Billy Jack’s Shack have both featured drinks on the menu using Dragon Moonshine spirits. This is important because a successful
business model for Dragon Moonshine all depends on consumers requesting their spirits at bars and, more importantly, at liquor stores. (You can
buy bottles of all three flavors at the end of your tour and taste, but the state limits you to five bottles per year if you buy it direct from the distillery.)
Hit ‘em up for a tour and taste at 516 E. 15th Street, Suite 14, or www.dragonmoonshine.com. If you like what you taste, be sure to let your local liquor store manager know.
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What’s All the Hype about CBD?

We’d heard of CBD (Cannabidiol) and various claims from friends about its ability
to help with pain and inflammation. But we had not really paid much attention
to the places close to home that had added CBD products to their business
lines until we saw a segment on the local news in February that mentioned Juice Box
here in NoDa. Eyes now opened, we noticed several other NoDa businesses—including
Sunshine Daydreams, NoDa Bodega, and Four Dogs Pet Supplies—were carrying CBD
products. We even heard a rumor that Haberdish has a cocktail with a CBD sidecar.
By Pete & Robbyn
Tangney

This article kicks off a series on the topic of CBD as one household in NoDa checks
out what’s what.
We tried Lenny Boy’s Happy Camper Kombucha on tap at The Bodega along with
our delicious-as-usual sandwiches and deviled eggs. Running $10 per pint, we
found it refreshing and citrusy, and if the CDB has a flavor profile, we didn’t detect
it over the tangy tartness of the kombucha itself. Possible benefits suggested by
the brewers on their Facebook page include stress and anxiety relief, along with
a long list of other health benefits. Given that it was a first-time trial, we were not
expecting a life-changing experience from one pint of a beverage. (Oh darn, looks like
we’ll have to return to The Bodega for another yummy happy camper meal to continue
the research!)
Four Dogs Pet Supplies has a variety of products aimed to help your furry friends get their calm
on, as well as help with pain. Some of their products contain the herb valerian while others feature
CBD. We decided to try CBD Edibites cookies made by the Pet Releaf brand. We observed that the
packaging and website do not have wild “snake oil” claims, let alone any claims about the product,
and instead focus heavily on the organic farming and testing for purity that goes into the extraction
of the CBD used.
We have a younger dog in great heath and wondered if we’d see some calming effects on our
sweet, energetic and adorable golden. On multiple occasions, we gave her the treats in advance of
having company over. Success or failure: did it calm her down? In some cases, it seemed to work
and we noticed some pretty epic naps, but it’s too early to claim victory. In another case, we felt
there was no impact but this was during the monthly NoDa NBA Board meeting where perhaps
we didn’t give her the treat in enough time before people arrived, or we fed it to her too close to
her normal meal time. Based on some of the other products we looked at, timing with other food
consumption is important. We are about halfway through the bag of cookies and will provide an
update next month.
We plan to continue our research and will be checking out Juice Box, Sunshine Daydreams and
Haberdish over the next month. Any adopters of CBD out there with an experience you’d like to
share? Any other businesses in NoDa doing things with CBD? We’d love to learn more. Email us at
robbyn@noda.org.
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Sustainability Fair at
Highland Mill Montessori
Join parents, teachers, and students as they host Highland Mill Montessori’s (HMM) Sustainability Fair on April 27
from 11:00am to 1:00pm, as part of the school’s efforts to become more environmentally-responsible.

By Megan Van Fleet

April

27

The Sustainability Fair will be located at the rear of the school (rain plan: school gym) and will feature community
organizations and vendors that implement sustainable practices or have sustainability as a part of their mission.
While the school is hosting the fair, community members are invited to attend any part of the day.

Vendors will share information about their organization and their focus on sustainability through activities designed to encourage interest and
participation from students. If an organization would like to participate but cannot attend, HMM is accepting donations for giveaways and/or funds to
purchase prizes and materials for the event.
The PTA will also be hosting games, crafts, and activities that focus on waste reduction at home and school, ways to reuse items, and in-class
sustainability projects. There will also be a uniform swap where families can trade or buy gently used uniform pieces. Families are invited to bring a
picnic blanket and lunch and spend the afternoon at the school.
In conjunction with the Sustainability Fair, the PTA is also hosting an Adopt-A-Street cleanup around the neighborhood as well as a gardening day to
beautify school grounds and clean up the school’s many raised garden beds. Families and community members are encouraged to bring pollinatorfriendly and/or ground-cover plants to plant in the nature trail area. This will take place from 9:00am to 11:00am and will wrap up as the fair begins.
The fair is just one way HMM students will be learning about and participating in sustainability efforts. Students will be focusing their efforts to reduce
waste in the classroom. Each class will propose one way that HMM students can reduce waste. These projects will be presented on the school news
and then a school-wide vote will decide which project(s) will move forward to school-wide implementation. In art class, students will be reusing
items generally headed for the recycling bin to create a garden-themed mural that will be displayed in the school. Each grade level will create pieces
of the mural which will be assembled by the upper grades.
HMM’s Sustainability Day and in-class activities are a natural progression from the school’s efforts
last spring resulting in a grant from Keep Charlotte Beautiful. Through the grant and additional funds
raised by the community, the school implemented a sustainable silverware initiative and created a
pollinator garden in its nature trail area at the back of the school (on the corner of McDowell Street
and Charles Avenue). The success of these projects inspired the launch of the Sustainability Team as
a part of the PTA, which now advises the school on ways to incorporate sustainable practices both
in the PTA and school-wide. This has resulted in the elimination of bottled water at most school
events—opting instead for water coolers—and a reduction in the number of paper fliers that the PTA
sends home each week.
For more information on how to get involved with the Sustainability Fair, to be a vendor at this event,
or to donate money or prizes for the event, please email highlandmillmontessoripta@gmail.com.
Thank you for your support of your school neighbor!

Find any article in this issue at

blog.noda.org
+ re-post on social media!
NoDa News is a community-driven monthly periodical. We have published for thirteen years.
We are always looking for contributors, photographers (front cover/story), and advertisers: Our
reach is every doorstep and business in NoDa, noda.org, Charlotte libraries and visitors centers.
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TaroScopes
April – Renew YOU.
Aries (Mar 21 to Apr 19) - 7 of Cups: It’s your time, Aries! Celebrate
YOU by visualizing your desires. Stretch—don’t splatter—and be
ready to roll up your sleeves to do the work. Reward yourself
with a fabulous personalized piece from Custom Jewelry.
Taurus (Apr 20 to May 20) - Tower (R): Whatever financial
ties you have with others need revisiting. You may still be
reeling from a recent “shituation,” but keep your chin up. New
opportunities will pop up in no time.

Libra (Sep 23 to Oct 22) - 6 of Cups: Include child-like fun into a relationship
and watch it transform. Remember thoughts are things, so it may be time to
reframe inhibiting thoughts and ideas. Go to Ruby’s Gift, grab a new journal,
and do a little journaling to clear the mental clutter.
Scorpio (Oct 23 to Nov 21) - 7 of Pentacles: Manifesting what you value is
your superpower this month. Be a good witch—use your powers for good!
Goal setting is paramount for you to accomplish your goals.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 to Dec 21) - 8 of Pentacles: Personal growth is on the
menu. With Jupiter in your sign for the year, you have much to gain—so take
advantage of this very special time. Keep in mind you can gain big AND lose big,
so be mindful of what you want to gain and what you can stand to lose.

Gemini (May 21 to Jun 20) - 3 of Swords: You may have
conflicting feelings around a relationship that you had high
hopes for. Don’t throw in the towel yet. Hang out with friends
at Mangos for a renewed perspective.

Capricorn (Dec 22 to Jan 19) - Hermit: It’s time to clean your emotional house
while enjoying what you worked hard to perfect. Exploring other cultures may
help you gain insight into life’s mysteries while answering personal questions
that may have popped up for you.

Cancer (Jun 21 to Jul 22) - 3 of Wands: New opportunities
inspire you to re-evaluate what you are getting out of your
current situation. Use the power of imagination to co-create
what you want. Stop by Curio, Craft & Conjure for a little
magickal help.

Aquarius (Jan 20 to Feb 18) - 7 of Wands (R): Examine your social role to
determine who is standing in the way of your success. There IS a social hierarchy,
and you are not on the bottom of the totem pole.

Leo (Jul 23 to Aug 22) - Ace of Wands: Keep in mind that it’s
not always “all about YOU.” Playing well with others will be
the key to your success. This month, balance the needs of
others with your own interests. Grab a gift for your besty at
Pura Vida.
Virgo (Aug 23 to Sep 22) - 4 of Swords: You need a break,
so take it. Otherwise, everyone around you will piss you off,
and you may say things you can’t take back. A stay-cation is the
key to your sanity. Clear your home to clear your energy.

Pisces (Feb 19 to Mar 20) - 5 of Swords: The progress you feel like you’ve made is
threatened when someone spoon-feeds you a dose of reality. Your rose-colored
glasses are knocked askew, and your ego is invited to take the high-road. Better
now than later when your head no longer fits your hats.

By Gina Spriggs

Charlotte native Gina Spriggs has a global cult-following for
her book The Intuitive Tarot Workbook, and her courses The Art
of Intuitive Tarot and The Secrets of Tarot Cards for Creating
Abundance on DailyOM. NoDa folks can visit her in the flesh! Get
a reading, grab a tarot deck, or get a custom carved candle by
visiting Gina (and her daughter Gianna) at Curio, Craft & Conjure
at 3204 North Davidson, Suite C (upstairs).
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Everyday Rhythms: Streams of Blessing
very person has a moment in their lives in which they have been blessed. Sometimes
it’s a deep and urgent need that arises and someone comes to the rescue.
Sometimes it’s a very subtle word of encouragement that changes someone’s
whole outlook. Sometimes it’s a family member or friend, and sometimes it’s a
By Levi Gray
complete stranger. In every case, it is something that caused us to pause and be
thankful for the kindness and generosity of others.

A year or so later, this family has been consistently blessing this community, and many others
have joined in to help. From food and clothing, to tutoring help for the children who struggle
with the English language, countless people have experienced goodness and generosity in the
midst of an often troubled way of life. We recently had a baptism service for three young men
from this neighborhood whose family had fled the Congo because of the conflicts there. Now
they are committed to share the blessings they have received with all those around them!

What we sometimes forget is that blessings are not like cups, but they are like streams; they come to
us not so that we can keep them for ourselves, but so that we can bless others. This is why the Bible
tells us, “It is better to give than receive.” It is not only good for us, it is a part of our purpose to take
what we’ve been given, whether in the form of our time, our talents, or even our material goods, and
seek to use those to bless those who are not as fortunate as us.

Not everyone has to have the same story as the Lowrys. We all have different blessings we can
share with others. We must be willing to look at how we can show others the kindness and
generosity we have been shown ourselves. Imagine a community filled with blessings of all
shapes and sizes. Imagine a city in which every person gives and receives a blessing. I don’t think
this world is as far away as we may think.

One particular family at Convergence Church has been a tremendous testimony of this truth. The
Lowrys found an apartment community in which a large percentage of the residents are refugees, of
whom many are impoverished, uneducated, and in many ways neglected. The Lowry family looked
at what they had—well-paying jobs, a home to live in, plenty of food to eat—and they decided that
they wanted to be a blessing to this community. So, they moved in.

If you are interested in blessing others in the NoDa community, or specifically in helping the
Lowry family in their ministry to the refugee community, we invite you to join us at Convergence
Church (www.convergencechurchnc.com).
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NoDa Drinks and Thinks about
By Nicole Peterson

Kenyan Food and Sustainability:
From Ecoturism to Permaturism

April

25

What does food mean for different people? How can we envision a better food system, in which we
can all access what we need and what matters to us?
NoDa Drinks and Thinks is a great way to stretch your thinking
Charlotte’s Chef Kabui has thought a lot about these questions. His recent trip to Kenya, his
homeland, highlights the potential for what he calls Afro Futuristic Conscious Cuisine. Chef Kabui’s
work is driven by what he calls Permaculinary, a decolonized approach to food which considers the
historical, cultural, and environmental components—along with the issues of justice and power—
that underlie our food consumption. Chef Kabui devotes part of his time to promote his ideology and
practices in Kenya. There he has set up several sustainable farms and an upcoming Food Academy
where the practices of Permaculinary will be taught.
Please join the Back in the Day committee and Chef Kabui on Thursday, April 25, at 6:00pm at the
Evening Muse for a lively discussion about food, community, and sustainability. This event will
definitely give you something tasty to chew on.… (Yes, there will be food.)
About the speaker:
Njathi Kabui was born in a small village on the slopes of Mount Kenya. He spent his first ten years
assisting his mother at the family farm while also attending the local village school. He later moved
to Nairobi, the capital city of Kenya, where his father owned and operated a restaurant. Kabui moved
to the United States to attend college on a scholarship at LeMoyne Owens College where he majored
in Political Science and Philosophy. He later attended graduate school at the University of Memphis
where he graduated with dual master’s degrees in Medical Anthropology and Urban Anthropology.
After working in the food movement for a few years, he enrolled in a culinary program at the Center
of Green Studies in North Carolina. His work is greatly inspired by his experience in the village and
his parents, both of whom were deeply involved in the Kenyan independence movement, a struggle
for civil rights against British colonialism; his father spent six years in the detention for his activities.
Chef Kabui now works as an indigenous chef, author, urban farmer, food consultant, and food activist.
He is also a speaker and social commentator across various media platforms like Public Radio,
podcasts, and even magazines. He has worked with major universities including Duke University,
University of Michigan, Kalamazoo, and Rutgers University, both as a speaker and a consultant.
Recently, he helped the University of Michigan institute a Global Chefs Program featuring a series of
ethnic chefs providing food through multiple campus locations, serving 27,000 students each day. He
also kicked off the series by being the first featured chef.

muscles in the comfort a neighborhood bar. The event is part of a series
to help bring back the lost arts of conversation and dialogue. Salonstyle discussions take place in a casual environment and promote
creative thoughts and knowledge-sharing. It’s kind of like watching a
really cool documentary on TV ... only you’re in it. And there’s a bar!
Drinks and Thinks is free and open to the public. For more information,
contact backintheday@noda.org.
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#askingforme is an advice column featuring Grace Sanders, a NoDa based psychotherapist
with over 25 years of
experience helping people improve their “human-in-process” stuff. Send questions to
her at askingforme@noda.
org (or use the anonymous forms on the NoDa News blog).

Hi Grace,

By Grace Sanders

Every year I make really good New Year’s resolutions, and every year I do a
really good job of sticking to them. Until, like, right now. What am I doing
wrong that I can’t stick to my resolutions past the middle of March? I start out
strong but can never seem to keep my momentum going for more than 2 to
3 months.

							Thanks! -New Year’s Fail
Dear New Year’s Fail,
What is it about the New Year that sparks so much energy? The start of a new year and New
Year’s resolutions are very ritualized “beginnings” in our culture. Beginnings are exciting,
full of possibility and opportunity. Beginnings offer the chance to begin anew and focus on
the freedom to imagine all things from a space of allowance and openness to do and be
whatever you want.
The challenge, of course, is to remain in and sustain that space of openness, presence, and
self-loving kindness. Especially, to stay in that place without abandoning ourselves when
we feel that we have faltered from our initial visions of the change we hoped to be possible.
Therein lies the problem with New Year’s resolutions: the beginning is a fixed point in time
(the start of the new year), so when we slip up or don’t stick to our resolution (which we
almost always do), we interpret it as failure, and our new beginning is over (at least until the
next new year), and we bathe in self-criticism and defeatism.
In reality, though, beginnings happen repeatedly. The starting place is where you’re at,
regardless of the day or time or when you decided to make a change. The true opportunity
in beginning is to trust in ourselves that we have the strength and the courage to become
the very person we dream of becoming, even when we feel we have fallen off the path.
Change takes time, and more importantly, it takes patience. Change requires us to begin
again, and again, and again, and again…. Persistence and beginning again are the keys to
change.
Beginnings are truly the opportunity to be in the present moment and to manage our
own integrity by taking responsibility for our words, actions, and choices. Our beginnings
happen at multiple points throughout the year and multiple times throughout our lives.
All that is to say that in the middle of March (or July or September or on January 3 or in
2025), you haven’t failed—you’ve just reached a new beginning point. The opportunity is
to not stop and to continue to begin again.
Here’s to your many and inspired new beginnings this year!
With light and love,

***Update on the dog poop issue from last month: I received one anonymous submission
from a non-picker-upper: This person did not pick up the poop because they thought the
plastic bags were more environmentally damaging than the poop itself. But once they
learned about the health hazards in dog poop they found some biodegradable bags and
were reformed.
First, thank you, Anonymous-Reformed-Poop-Picker-Upper, for sharing. Your admission
allows us to realize that just because someone is doing something, or not doing something,
we don’t like or agree with, it doesn’t mean their intentions are motivated by ill will. In this
case, you had bad information but good intentions.
So, perhaps a NoDa neighborhood informational campaign about the hazards of dog poop
is one way to help with this issue? After all, information is power.
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NODA NEIGHBORHOOD &
BUSINESS (NBA) MEETING
Join your fellow neighbors for our monthly NoDa Neighborhood
and Business Association meeting on Tuesday, April 2, 6:30pm at
our new location: Heist Brewery in the Canteen Taproom.

FIRST
TUESDAY
OF EVERY
MONTH

VOLUNTEER TO
BE A NODA
ADVOCATE!

Rebuilding NoDaRioty
April

21

After a hiatus of a few years, NoDa’s arts committee has reorganized under
new leadership. Recently elected board member Sema Yap and former
NoDa News editor Jillian Mueller are heading up the revamped NoDaRioty.
After only two meetings, participation is high, and creative ideas are
abundant.

Potential projects for the near future include art skills workshops taught by
our own talented neighbors, a film festival, overhauling the poster kiosk at
36th and Davidson Streets, pavement painting, and micro-grants for emerging artists. Work has already
begun on an interactive art tour. Look for details on that exciting project in a future edition of NoDa News.
Founded in 2007, NoDaRioty has brought the neighborhood such art-infused events as the All Arts
Market, NoDa Studio Crawls, Pimp My Gnome, and NoDa Roxx, as well as sponsoring Krampus
Krawls. Using funds raised through the All Arts Market, NoDaRioty was able to help finance William
Puckett’s Matheson Bridge Mural, Theron Ross’ metal sculpture at the North Davidson Street bridge
near Faison Avenue, as well as some grants for Behailu Academy.
Don’t you want to get involved with this group that works to preserve NoDa’s creative culture and
to promote artists and artistic opportunities? NoDaRioty meets on the third Thursday of every
month at 6:30pm at Boudreaux’s. We hope to see you on April 21. Email sema@noda.org for more
information.

